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Objectives and significance of the study
In a country like India, where usually history of math-
ematics has largely been confined to the task of un-
earthing a ‘glorious past’, based on a corpus of written
sources, highly restricted in terms of circulation, how
different could be similar knowledge traditions in re-
gional contexts?

In this paper, I intend to share certain methodological
issues, which I encountered in my attempt to write a
social history of math education in the Tamil speaking
area of south India. As part of this attempt, I encoun-
tered a corpus of Tamil manuscripts on mathematics.
These manuscripts have not yet drawn the attention of
historians of any kind except for a group of Tamil en-
thusiasts who have published certain editions of these
texts, more as a tribute to their language than to sub-
ject these texts to a critical enquiry guided by any dis-
ciplinary interest.  The primary objective of this paper
is to reconstruct a history for one such set of manu-
scripts in Tamil. Encuvati, Ponnilakkam and
Nellilakkam are part of the corpus. These manuscripts
have explicit pedagogic connotations in their organi-
zational structure. The idea then is to relate these manu-
scripts to their institutional roles, in what were called
the 'Tinnai' schools, the elementary schools of south
India in the early modern period.

Research design and procedure
There are several versions of these manuscripts. Ide-
ally, the foremost job for a historian would be to col-
late available texts to provide a critical frame for his-
torical analysis. In the absence of such an attempt, for
the purposes of this paper, I have chosen a printed edi-
tion of Encuvati, Ponnilakkam and Nellilakkam, pub-
lished by one of the early Tamil publishers in the early
part of the nineteenth century, which was in turn stored
in the India House Collection. The initial task was to
decipher the notational system in order to recognize
the logic of organization of the texts. The entire text
had to be translated in a form that would be useful
both for dissemination as well as to enable a process
of recovering the pedagogic context, in which such a
text could have been used. It required much effort to
look for the use of the numerical practices, as recorded

in these texts, in other forms of past records. Inscrip-
tions and palm leaves were identified that had exten-
sively used the same system of arithmetical practice.
The context for the manuscripts emerged gradually.
Available information and sources were collected on
educational institutions of Tamilakam, the Tamil speak-
ing area of south India.  The elementary schools, called
the Tinnai schools came closer as the sites of transmis-
sion of arithmetic of the kind recorded in the manu-
scripts.

Three kinds of historical reconstruction were required.

a) History of the nature and extent of the 'Tinnai
schools'

b) History of the texts in relation to the curriculum of
the Tinnai schools

c) History of arithmetical practices in the non-institu-
tional contexts of a village society

Findings
From a narrative that evolved out of such an exercise,
I would like to share certain issues that emerged, which
I thought are significant for subsequent attempts at a
social history of mathematics education, a field still in
its infancy in India.

The use of memory, not as a skill but as a distinct
modality of learning arithmetic was conceived and
practiced as evident in these texts. What could be the
relationship between memoria and cognitive transfor-
mations involved in a history of arithmetic conceived,
say, in terms of the movement from first order to higher
order representations? I have contemplated ways to
address this issue.

Organization of pedagogic manuals and modalities of
learning can be conceived as integral to larger socio-
historical processes. Use of language becomes central
to such transmissions. The relationship that Tamil, as
a language had with this body of arithmetical knowl-
edge, whose orientation, in turn was thoroughly local
socio-economic transactions, has the potential to offer
valuable lessons.

Social distribution of competence and characterization
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of mathematical abilities are issues that, I think, are
crucial in reconstructing a social history of mathemat-
ics in a country like India, which has deeply embedded
social hierarchies. However, the history of mathemat-
ics, has always considered its task to be: identify levels
of reflection or abstraction (otherwise characterized
as meta-cognitive levels) that allow for further math-
ematical developments, and then, situate secondary is-
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sues related to processes of standardization and insti-
tutionalization. The idea of cognitive universality and
social competence need to be situated in a historical
context, in relation to the Encuvati manuscript corpus.

The problems that I faced in integrating these strate-
gies will constitute the focus for my paper.

Algebra has been an area of difficulty for most school
students. Herscovics and Linchevski (1994) have
pointed to the ‘cognitive gap’ between arithmetic and
algebra. Researchers have attributed students’ difficul-
ties in algebra to the lack of understanding of the let-
ter/ variable (Kuchemann, 1981; Booth, 1984;
MacGregor and Stacey, 1997) and algebraic expres-
sion. Another reason for students’ difficulty is that they
cannot easily grasp the process-product duality inher-
ent in algebraic expressions, that is, the fact that the
expression stands for a number as well as for instruc-
tions to perform operations on the number or letter
(Sfard, 1991; Tall, 1999). Linchevski and Livneh (1999)
have found connections in students’ understanding of
arithmetic and algebraic expressions as students tend
to make the same kind of errors in both places. Vari-
ous studies by researchers (Kieran, 1989, Chaiklin and
Lesgold, 1984) have claimed that most students in the
elementary grades are not aware of the underlying struc-
ture of arithmetic expressions. They do not understand
for example, that 683 – 297 + 235 and 235 + 683 –
297 are equal without calculating.

Research in the area of teaching and learning of alge-
bra has indicated the importance of understanding the
structure of arithmetic expressions to make sense of
algebraic expressions and their manipulation. How-
ever, recently Linchevski and Livneh (1999) have raised
doubts about whether structure oriented arithmetic
teaching is really appropriate as a preparation for al-
gebra.

A study, being conducted at HBCSE, Mumbai, aims to
look at the transition from arithmetic to algebra in
beginning algebra students (class VI). The transition

takes place in the context of a teaching intervention,
focussing on the structure of arithmetic expressions,
and thereby exploiting the structure sense in under-
standing and manipulating algebraic expressions. Three
phases of the study have been conducted with students
from nearby English and vernacular (Marathi) medium
schools. The first phase was exploratory and aimed at
developing instructional material. In the second phase,
a two-group design was formulated with one group
receiving algebra instruction with instruction in arith-
metic and the other group receiving algebra instruc-
tion without arithmetic. In the third phase of the study,
a single group design was used with two groups of
students studying in English medium and one group of
Marathi medium students. There was no control group
with all the groups being subjected to the intervention.
Pre and post-tests were given to see the improvement
in performance in each of the phases.

During this study, the concept of term has been identi-
fied as crucial for understanding the structure of ex-
pressions as well as for making the transition to alge-
bra. Term is a number with the + or – sign preceding
it, attached to it. For example, the terms in the expres-
sion 12 + 4 – 5 are +12, +4 and –5. In the traditional
textbooks, terms are introduced in the context of alge-
bra in class VI, and like and unlike terms are subse-
quently defined, leading to the rules for manipulating
and simplifying algebraic expressions. The concept of
term is neither connected to any other concept like the
concept of equality nor given any meaning like +4 is
‘4 more’ and –5 is ‘5 less’. The study shows that the
idea of term is very powerful. It becomes impoverished
by restricting its use to merely introducing rules of syn-
tactic manipulation. In this paper, we discuss contexts
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